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Scheduler Overview

For graphical visualization of all orders and operations, 
the JobPack Scheduler graphical planning board provides 
information for each work center. 

Operations are assigned to their work center and shown 
in different colors so they are easily identified. When 
jobs or operations are started, the length of the colored 
bar will diminish in real-time throughout the operation 
until paused or finished. By simple drag and drop of 
an operation, either between resources or moved 
within a current resource, the job or operation can be 
rescheduled. 

All work affected by the change is rescheduled instantly 
and the effect on other jobs of rescheduling is displayed. 
No changes take effect until saved, allowing for you to try 
“what if“ scenarios and check actual dates even during an 
estimate.

Work Order and Job Listing

• Displays all active jobs on one screen
• Work Order Number, Part Number, 

Quantity, Due Date, and Actual 
Calculated End Date

• Late deliveries are identified and 
rescheduling action can be taken
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More JobPack Info

Job Scheduling Software is essential for knowing if deliveries will be on time. It takes all of your current jobs, along with capacity, and 
gives you the ability to see where your jobs are, and when they are going to be completed. The real-time scheduling module keeps 
operators on the shop floor up to date with what jobs to run next. Sudden downtime on machines is accounted for and schedules 
may be adjusted based on new machine capacity.

With a solid scheduling system in place, you’ll be better equipped to update your customers on delivery dates and identify late 
deliveries before they happen, so you have time to do something about it. Displays of pre-order & estimated cost calculations, as well 
as actual costs incurred during manufacturing, are shown as they occur, as is data for groups or individual cells of machines.

JobPack also includes a unique feature to see work booked & scheduled jobs on any/all machinery for up to 365 days into the future. 

To Review:

• Activated jobs appear on planning board instantly
• Display machine capacity for working & non-working days
• Color-coding status indicates factory floor workflow
• “What if” tests overall factory & delivery dates production
• Use stand-alone or integrate with existing ERP/MRP business systems
• Real-time queued jobs are displayed by work center set against shift pattern

The Future:
Imagine how much more efficient you can be by viewing booked and scheduled jobs on all machines for the next 365 days. With 
JobPack machine scheduling features, your schedulers and managers will know precisely when the work winds down and when 
capacity is available.

There’s no more guesswork about when you can start a job or squeeze in a hot new job for a special customer. You can ensure real-
time scheduling with pinpoint accuracy without confusion or conflict with other scheduled work.

Make sure all machines are working to full capacity. You can view machine loading by group or individual machine cells throughout 
the entire shop floor. JobPack will even give you suggestions on which alternate machines to utilize to get the job done.


